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217. Markov Semigroups with Simplest Interaction. I
By YSichir5 TAKAHASHI
(Comm. by Kunihiko KODAIRA,

M. J. A.,

Oct. 12, 1971)

In this paper we will give a ormulation of semigroups with
simplest interaction (briefly, interaction semigroups) in an analogous
way to that of branching semigroups. The most important examples
and models of this class of semigroups are the solutions o spatially
homogeneous Boltzmann equations with finite cross-sections, which will
be proved in Part II to be the reversed processes of some branching
processes. The key idea to reduce such a nonlinear evolution equation
to a linear one is based on the act that the ormer equation is the
equation on the maximal ideal spaces of a certain commutative Banach
algebras. Another example is Burgers’ equation which can be solved
along this idea.
O. Notations.
0.0. Let Q be a compact Hausdorff space with a countable basis,
Qn the n-old direct product of the space, Q the n-fold symmetric direct
product for each positive integer n, Q*-- Q and Q.- Q. All o
n_l

n_l

these spaces are compact except Q* and Q. which are locally compact.
For any topological space X, C(X) denotes the totality of continuous
unctions on X with usual topology and /(X) the totality of Borel
measures on X with finite mass or each compact subset in X.
0ol. For each n>__l, R is the restriction map rom C(Q*) onto
C(Q n) and I is the operator rom C(Q ) into C(Q*) defined by

In f--

t0 oo

for f e C(Q).
off Qn
The image of I is in Co(Q*) the totallity of elements is C(Q*) which tend
to zero at infinity and InR, is the identity on C(Q*) and Co(Q*). Sn
is the symmetrizing operator on C(Q ) i.e.
1

Sf(xl,

..., x)-.

f(Xo(1),

...,

.,

Xn) e Qn)
(f e C(Qn), (XI,
where the summation is taken over all the permutations o {1,
n}.
The image o C(Q ) by S may naturally be identified with the space
C(Q), and the images o C(Q*) and C0(Q*) by S- ISR, with the

...,

n_l

spaces C(Q,) and Co(Q,), respectively.
The following operator M rom 5’(Q) into C(Q*) is an essential one.
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>=

Mf (x,
on Q (n l).
x) f (x) f (x)
The image by M of the open unit ball in C(Q) is contained in C0(Q$).
0.2. The operator I*, R*, S*, S* and M* are defined similarly for
(Q), (,Q*), etc. S and S* are the transposed operator of Sn and
S respectively, but the others are not.
0.. The space (Q.) is endowed with the structure of commutarive algebra without unit by the multiplication defined, as ollows"
For and in C(Q.),
where @ denotes the tensor product. The space Co(Q,) ails to be an
algebra. An interesting subspace o C(Q,) is the space
nl

and it becomes a commutative Banach algebra with unit whose maximal ideal space can be identified with the closed unit ball of the dual
Banach space of C0(Q,), though it is not used in Part I and Part II.
0.4. The space (Q,) is also endowed with the algebra structure
by the multiplication defined for Z and in (Q.) by

.-IS
1.

i=n

(R)@(R)

Definition of interaction semigroup.

Let
be one of the spaces C(Q,), Co(Q,), A or the Banach
space Co(Q,) of all bounded continuous functions on Q, vanishing at
infinity.
is called
Definition. A semigroup (t)t0 o linear operators on
an interaction semigroup i it satisfies the interaction property" i
belongs to
and i
and are in
then,
or any t0.
1)
Tt( * )-- Tt, Tt
1.2. Remark. a) This property (1) is in a close relation to the
1,1.

,

,

.

branching property"

0
for any
(2)
TtMf-- MR TMf
(See Theorem 2.1.)
if f is an element of C(Q) such that Mf is in
b) It is easily proved that (1) is equivalent to the relation
( 1’
TtM: TMt
(n times).
on { e X’M eX} where M= Cn and

.

=,...,

nl

c) If =A or (Q,), then (1) implies that each
operator on

Tt is a continuous

A semigroup (Tt)t0 o linear operators on is
degenerated if there is a semigroup (St)to O linear operators on C(Q)
such that, or any f,..., f in C(Q),
for any t0.
( 3 ) Tt[(If),... ,(Lf)]=I[(StA),...,(Stf)]
1..

Definition.
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1.4. Remark. If a semigroup (Tt)t_o associated with some
Markov process X with state space Q, is degenerated, then X is equivalent to the n independent copies of some Markov process with state
space Q on each Q.
2. A characterization.
2.1. Theorem. Le (T,),_0 be a semigroup of bounded operators
on Co(Q,) and (’**),z0 its dual semigroup on Co(Q.)’.
(i) The branching property (2) for (T)_o is equivalen to he
condition" if/2 and are in Co(Q.)’ and if/. is in Co(Q,)’, hen,
for any >=0.
(1")
T**(,a.v)=(T**I2).(T**v)
(ii) The interaction property (1) for (T,),_0 is equivalen to he
condition if m is in (q) and of total mass m I1-<_ 1, then,
(2*)
T*M*m-M*R*T**M*m for any t>0.
(iii) (T)_0 satisfies both of the interaction and branehing properties if and only if it is degenerated.
2.2. Remark. The condition (1") is equivalent to he relation"
(1")
on {/ e C(Q.)’" II/ll<l) where M*/=,/ and /-/*...*/ (n
nil

times).
2.3. (, >, (, >q. etc. denote the integrals over the sets Q, Q.
etc. here and hereafter.
Lemma. 1) If [2 and are in Co(Q,)’ and if f is Co(Q) and of
norm ( 1, then,
([ v, Mf)Q,-- ([2, Mf)Q,(V Mf)Q..
2) If 5 and + are in Co(Q.) and if m e Co(Q)’ is of norm < 1,
(M’m, }q.= (M’m, }q,(M*m,
3) Let [ and v be in Co(Q*)’. If, for any f in C(Q) of norm 1,

,

,

.

the equality

(,, Mf)q,-- ([, Mf}Q,(V, Mf)q,
holds, then,
4) Let ql,
the equality

,- u,v.
+, Z be in Co(Q.). If, for any m

in II(Q)

of

norm

(M’u, Z)Q.--(M’u, )Q.(M*m, )Q.
holds, then,

Z-C,+.
Proof. It suffices to note that all the integrals in the statements
are absolutely convergent.
2.4. Proof of the theorem. (i) and (ii)
(i) is a known result (cf. S. Watanabe [4] for example) and can be
proved similarly as (ii). For (ii), we first assume that (T,)_0 is an
interaction semigroup. Let p >__ 1 and f,
f e C(Q). Then, using 2)

.,
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O the lemma,

( T*M*m, (IA), .(If,)}q.
(M’m, (TtIf),... ,(TtIf)}o.
(M’m, TtIf}.. (M’m, TtIf,}.
(M*R* T*M*m, If.....If}.

,

or any m in (Q) of norm 1.

Consequently (2*) holds.
if (2*) holds, then, for any and in C0(Q.) such that
C0(Q.), by 2) o the lemma,
(M’m, t( * r)>Q,-- (M*R*T* M*m,

+

Conversely,
Z is also in

(M’m, Tt}Q.(M*m,
Applying 4) of the lemma, we have

Hence the proo

Tt( +) (Tt)*(Tt+).

o (ii) is completed.

Proof of (iii).
The "if" part is obvious. We assume that (1) and (2) hold for
(Tt)t_o. It is easy to show that
(4)
<[, (Mf).(Mf)).-- (k + 1)(/, IRMf)o.
2.5.

for any/ in Co(Q.)’ and
it follows that

f in C(Q) with Ilfll<l. From (1), (2) and (4),

E (k + 1)</, ’tIRMf).-- E (] + 1)</, IR/tMf).
and that

IcRTtIR-O

Consequently

t--InTRn

where

if ]::k.

’?--RnTtIn,

which is equal to

n>-I

T(R)...(R)T on C(Q) by the interaction property (1). Hence we have
proved that (Tt)t_o is degenerated.
3. Non-interacting part.
3.1. Theorem. For any interaction semigroup (Tt)t_0, T
IR tl,R, forms a degenerated semigroup more precisely R
T(R)... (R)T with

T R TtL.

The semigroup (T)_0 is called the non-interacting part of the interaction semigroup (Tt)ta o.
3.3. The theorem follows immediately from the lemma" If we
define a function F(a,/9) on {(a,/) e C" lal_<_l and I/9]=<1} by <M*(am),
TtM(flf)), for fixed m and f in the open unit ball of Co(Q)’ and Co(Q)
respectively, then it is analytic and satisfies the functional equation
3.2.

Definition.

F(a,

)-o (

aaF

(o:,

0))

In Part II, we will give the definition of the Markov processes with
interaction, their decomposition and construction and the relation to
the branching Markov processes.
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